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About the Author

● Toni Morrison was born on 18th February 1931 in Ohio. 
● She was unaware of racial divisions until she reached her teenage 

years as she lived in an integrated neighbourhood.
● She had a deep interest in literature and pursued this in Howard 

University, a Historically Black University. 
● ‘Beloved’ was her fifth novel and one of her most notable works. 
● She received a Nobel Prize in Literature in 1993 making her the first 

African-American woman to win. 
● She continues to write books today and is still widely acknowledged 

for her ability to write in an awe inspiring way.



Slavery and The Middle Passage

● Slavery began when the first African slaves were brought to North 
America and sold in Jamestown, Virginia in 1619, to provide manual 
labour in the production of highly demanded crops, such as 
tobacco.

● On their way to America, they had lived in terrible conditions for 
months and many had died on their way.

● Slavery was practiced throughout America in the 17th and 18th 
centuries, establishing the economics of the country.

● It was a harsh time for the slaves as they were seen as sub-human 
and no more than a way to make money for the slaveowners. 

● They experienced horrific treatment from their seniors and were 
treated with utter disregard.



Reconstruction and The American Civil War

● The Abolition of Slavery, initiated by Abraham Lincoln and passed in 1865 
caused the American Civil War. The Confederates were against the freedom 
of slaves and the Unionists were for the freedom of slaves. 

● This eventually lead to the freedom of over 4 million slaves.
● Although the abolition of slavery gave many slaves their freedom, the 

process of rebuilding the south gave way to a new set of challenges. 
● The new southern states passed restrictive black codes to control the 

behaviour of former slaves. 
● Many were outraged and support for the approach known as presidential 

reconstruction led to the victory of the radical section of the republican 
party. 

● Radical reconstruction began in 1867, and for the first time, black people 
gained a voice in the government. 



‘Beloved’ and Slavery
● The character Beloved represents the memories of cruelty the slaves 

endured and their desperation to suppress these memories, allowing them 
to move on with their lives. 

● Also, Beloved seemingly entering Sethe’s life again demonstrates the 
haunting nature of slavery and its effects on those who experienced it, 
emotionally and psychologically. 

● Sethe’s scar is representative of the brutality of slavery and is a constant 
reminder of the past to her.

● People like ‘schoolteacher’ saw the slaves as nothing but a means of making 
money and treated them like animals. For example, when his nephews hold 
Sethe down and steal her breastmilk, she was treated as if she was a cow.

● Sethe’s Scar is described as a tree, almost as if the memories or ‘re-
memories’ will always remain in her roots, she can never escape what has 
happened to her and her people.


